Health care is a major research domain needed instantaneous solutions. Due to the digitalization of data in each and every domain it is becoming tedious to store and analysis. So, the demand of proficient algorithms for health care data analysis is also increasing. Predictive analytics is the major demand from the health care community to the computing researches in order to predict and reduce the potential health catastrophes. Parallel research attempts are made to predict the possibilities of the disease on the different health care domains at various regions. However, those attempts are limited and not remarkable to achieve the desired outcomes. Recently, in the field of data analytics; Machine Learning techniques became popular in generating optimized solutions with effective data processing capabilities. Henceforth, this research work considers the heart disease analysis using machine learning techniques to determine the disease severity levels. Experiments are made on UCI heart disease dataset and our results shows 92% accuracy the heart severity detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heart problems or heart diseases are thought about to be the non-communicable as the signs are rarely or otherwise noticeable externally. Kannan R. et. Al. stated that "Indian Heart Association (IHA) released a report i.e. per every minute four people in between the 30-50 age groups are dying of heart diseases" [1] . It is anticipated by WHO in the report produced in the Global Summit 2005 [2] that the amount of deaths as a result of cardiovascular disease or comparable non-communicable conditions will certainly be 76% of the overall death triggers. One more surprising discovery as well as claims created at Global Burden of Disease Summit at 2010 [3] as by 23 million people will be impacted by cardiac relevant illness. Henceforth stopping as well as forecasting the health illness is considered to be the highest priority need for the study. A variety of research efforts are made towards clinical information mining, specifically for cardiovascular disease mining, for much better evaluation and also for the prediction of disease severity.
Yanwei Xing et al., have actually demonstrated and by their study that, the most prominent data mining approaches towards the healthcare details as well as knowledge prediction [4] . Taking a look at the relevance of the data processing for analysis and prediction, research study attempts from different sectors is clearly visible. Because of the commercial practicality of those applications or approaches for clinical information analysis, the two most significant industries IBM [5] as well as Microsoft [6] have demonstrated some considerable outcomes in this space of research.
Data mining techniques mostly depend upon statistical methods to solve practical scenarios. The work by Glymour C. et al [7] demonstrated the early works of statistical inferences on data mining problems. Hence, this is natural to understand that, the resent results produced by the research attempts are combination of knowledge from all the dimensions of algorithm and mathematical science. Nevertheless, the recent enhancements have proven that apart from the statistical methods, machine learning and database technologies are also important to extract some hidden parameters or hidden features or the hidden relations between the parameters.
This novel direction made this research study is to concentrate more on the machine learning approaches for mining information and knowledge. Thuraisingham et al., have created all possible basic processes and also provided to understand the extents for improvements [13] . Nonetheless, the demand for higher accuracy as well as lower time complexity is still the need from the healthcare domains specifically.
Considering all major and notable outcomes from various research attempts, this work projects the following facts:
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The rest of the paper is arranged such that in Section -II, the reviews of the parallel researches are presented, Section -III elaborates about the generic neural network approach for mining medical data, in Section -IV the proposed multi-nominal regression model is elaborated based on the machine learning approaches, in Section -V the experimental results are presented and the outcomes are compared with existing traditional approaches in terms of time complexity, norm factor and accuracy. Section -IX presents the conclusion of this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
The predictive evaluation of the medical data is not unusual and also variety of data mining methods can be deployed to achieve enhanced amount of accuracy. In this research article, various data mining techniques for existing disease detection and prediction are analysed based on the readily available end results from parallel research study attempts.
Srinivas and Shantha Kumar et. al. stated that, datamining plays a vital role, in expert-intelligent therapeutic systems [9, 10] . Actual problems of the illnesses and its associated disorders, the symptoms of diseases that are impulsively seen in patients can be evaluated by the builtin software easily. The input data is provided by using extendibility interface of the software from huge database collections. The associated symptoms, those haven't been weighed effectively will be explored and the anonymous symptoms laid among the big-therapeutic databases will be examined from this investigation by considering frequent items using nominee-generation. The side effects of illnesses will be evaluated and reduced by an automatic approach.
Acquaintance of the most severe influencing parameters related to heart disease, supports health-care professionals to discover high severity of heart attacks. Statistical approaches are best considered for initial analysis and detection of the heart-disease. These techniques identify the conditions of blood vessels and heart functioning and discover "coronary heart disease (heart attacks), cerebrovascular disease (stroke), raised blood pressure (hypertension), peripheral artery disease, rheumatic heart disease, congenital heart disease and finally heart failure". The major effects of cardiac diseases are maximum consumption of tobacco and alcohol contents. The main indications of heart diseases are severe chest pain, mild stroke & cardiac arrest [11] .
Generally, heart attack prediction systems will use major data mining approaches and artificial neural network methods to predict the severity of heart problems. Any framework which is used for heart diseases prediction; need to be pre-processed and clustered by means of any clustering algorithm [12] . Satyanandam et. Al. proposed a "New Multilayer Perceptron Model" for heart disease severity detection. This multi-layered perception uses the back propagation for optimal supervised learning [18] .
This paper proposed an "Optimal Multi-Nominal Logistic Regression (OMLR) algorithm and the same is used for training the heart disease data set. The experimental outcomes recognize that proposed OMLR algorithm is outperforming in detecting the severity. The predictive analysis of heart disease detection substantially considers only 15 attributes, using simple data mining techniques like clustering techniques, association rules and soft computing mechanisms etc.
III. NEURAL NETWORK BASED APPROACH FOR DATA MINING
One of the most specified tasks of data mining is classification of the data. The procedure of classification to recognize existing patterns in the datasets as well as define in which category the thing or the item collection belongs too. In case of classification, groups are predefined based on existing inferred rules. On the other side, yet an additional popular method is referred to as clustering. The benefit of making use of clustering is that, the classifications or the teams can be figured out during the execution process as well as based on any kind of brand-new guidelines determined, new clusters can be created.
Nevertheless, the widely accepted process in data mining is forecasting or the prediction. Based on the sample data available, any predictive model can be created and further the same model can be deployed to predict any item or item set. The use of neural network can implement some mining operations such as associativity analysis, classifications, clustering analysis and prediction or forecasting. The wide possibilities of applications using neural networks were first presented by Fausett et al. [14] . The recent enhancements as demonstrated in the notable work by Liu X et al., show the benefits and drawbacks of the neural network predictive model for clinical data prediction [15] . The work by Yashpal Singh et al. [16] is a good review on the previously mentioned work. Satyanandam et. Al. [19] , discussed the performance improvements by neural network approaches and they used multi-layer perceptron models on different datasets.
In this section of the work, the existing neural network model for medical data prediction is explained. Existing neural network approach is explained in two ways.
A. Theoretical Clarification. The experimental outcome shows that the performance of Decision Tree based classification and Bayesian classifications are having similar accuracy but both the approaches will take larger times for classification. The other side, the neural network based approaches were generated with an ideology that their processing times are low compared to the traditional approaches. Even though, these neural network approaches shown improved accuracy as compared to the traditional methods but the initial time taken to build the model is too high and it results in poor time complexity.
IV. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES FOR PREDICTING
HEART DISEASE SEVERITY Selection of appropriate classification strategies are an important part of machine learning as well as data mining applications. About 70% of problems in Data Science are related to classification. There are great deals of category problems that are available. However, the logistics regression prevails as well as is a valuable regression technique for solving the binary classification problem. One more group of category is Multinomial classification, which handles few issues where multiple classes exist in the target variable.
Logistic Regression is among the most basic and frequently used Machine Learning formulas for two-class category. It is easy to execute as well as can be used as the baseline for any kind of binary classification problems. Standard and fundamental concepts are additionally helpful in deep learning. Logistic regression estimates the connection as well as describes in between one dependent binary variable and other independent variables.
Logistic regression is a statistical method for forecasting binary classes. The end result or target variable is dichotomous in nature. Dichotomous means, there are only two possible courses. For example, it can be utilized for disease discovery. It calculates the likelihood of an occurrence of disease.
It is a special case of linear regression where the target variable is categorical in nature. It makes use of a log of probabilities as the reliant variable. Logistic Regression forecasts the probability of incident of a binary function making use of a logit function Linear Regression Equation:
= 0 + 1 1 + 2 2 + ⋯ + . , −∞ < < ∞
Where, 'Z' is dependent variable and {x1, x2 ... and Xn} are explanatory variables.
Apply sigmoid function on linear regression:
Logistic regression classifies the data based on an assumption that, the expected target variables from the analysis are categorical.
So, it classifies the target variables into different claases as mentioned below.
Binomial: The expected target variable can be chosen by either "0" or "1" , "pass" vs "fail" and "dead" vs "alive", etc.
Multinomial: The expected target variables can be chosen among multiple possible types which are need not to be ordered (i.e. disease types have no quantifiable importance) Example: "disease A" vs "disease B" vs "disease C". Ordinal: Here the targeted variables can be chosen between ordered categories.
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Example: Any analysis can be categorized as: "very poor", "poor", "good", "very good". The scores will be like 0, 1, 2, 3 etc.
Algorithm:Optimal Multinominal Logistic Regression
The complete dataset taken for examination is from the UCI machine learning repository for heart disease detection and prediction is based different datasets available demographically.
The main theme of the above model to predict heart disease probability from the given dataset after the training is completed. The dataset parameters used are furnished below [ The result parameter as described is considered as 'num', which is the nominal parameter and holds the value as 0 or 1 denoting no disease or positive disease respectively.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Henceforth, with the proposed model for predictive analysis of heart disease detection, this work performs the experiments on the highly popular UCI heart disease datasets and compares with the existing models.
The input selection is measured with precision, recall and F-measure for training and test data sets using different classifiers.
The statistical values obtained by different classifiers are shown in Table- 2. Hence, it is observed that the logistic regression model is stable as compared to the traditional models. From the earlier observations of parallel researches, it is clearly visible that the results can be optimised by introducing the machine learning or deep learning approaches.
Any predictive model can be utilized for analysis and predictions. Nevertheless, the accuracy and the complexity of the models are to be identified for evaluation of efficiency. Also the parameter "Norm" is yet another efficient method for verifying model efficiency. Thus, in this part of the work both are considered.
With this predictive optimization, the time complexity is reduced to a greater extent combined with the desired higher accuracy compared with the existing methods.
A. Time Complexity Analysis
The time complexity analysis is the fundamental part of the efficiency and effectiveness measure. The proposed model is compared with the other popular methods for classification and prediction [16] . Thus it is natural to understand that, the proposed logistic regression model is significantly less time complexity for analysis.
It can be visualised graphically as shown in Fig.2 . 
B. Norm Analysis
Secondly, the novel parameter "Norm" computes the model efficiency of the predictive model. If its final value is small, the model will be smooth. On the other hand, if it is very big, the model will be less efficient and might become unstable. Also note that, norm depends on the number of parameters. The norm of the neural parameters is written below [ Table -4 ]. Thus it is natural to understand that, the proposed model is significantly smooth for analysis. Fig.3 . Norm Analysis
C. Accuracy Measure
Accuracy is the most important factor to be evaluated by any model. If the accuracy of proposed model is more; then the outcomes from the built model are qualitied and expected.
The accuracy of the existing and the proposed method has been compared here [Table -5]: The result is also analysed visually [ Fig -4 ]. 
D. Parameter Correlation Matrix Analysis
The absolute correlation values among all inputs to be computed to improve the performance. The correlation is a numerical value between 0 and 1 that articulates the strength of the relationship between two variables. When it is close to 1 it indicates a strong relationship, and a value close to 0 indicates that there is no relationship [ Table -6 ]. This result demonstrates the absolute input correlations between all inputs. This work identifies the minimal correlation as 0.000545561 between the variables chol and slope. The maximal correlation is 0.393266 between the variables age and thalach. Henceforth, with the detail analysis of the algorithms and the experimental results, this work explains the final conclusion in the next section.
VI. CONCLUSION
Motivated by the demand for health care data analysis, this work undertakes the challenge of producing yet another highly accurate method for detection of heart disease using minimal parameters. This work compares the existing classification, clustering and prediction models and identifies the scope for improvements in this domain. As compared to the other methods, this research acknowledged that the improvements on accuracy can be achieved by using machine learning approaches. Other side, neural network models performing better in handling disease predictions. But, due to the complex activation methods in neural networks lead to higher time complexity. Thus, this work propose another novel predictive optimization technique in order to maintain efficiency during accuracy and time complexity trade off. The proposed OMLR algorithm exhibits 93.2% accuracy with lesser time complexity than the other models.
In future, this research focuses to apply the proposed algorithm on various datasets to detect different diseases like brain tumour, genetical issues and diabetes prediction.
